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Give Preeminence to this Gift
So very little preeminence is placed upon the very thing in which I gave you to guide
you, lead you into all truth, saith the Spirit of Grace. Even among those who believe and
those who often practice that gift, the words that are created from a heavenly realm. Oh
that the preeminence, oh that a place of rejoicing, a place of rejoicing like a Bridegroom
over a Bride of a gift given to the church; the lowliest of all gifts in that it’s so applicable
to every part of your life every part of your being. There's not a moment that he will not
pray for you, saith the Spirit of Grace.
Oh that my church, those that are filled and those that are not yet filled would have a
hunger and thirst for this place and allow this gift of praying the mysteries and praying in
other tongues to consume their life and consume their moment, every moment of every
day, saith the Spirit of Grace. When I said that he would guide you into all truth and my
word is truth; I gave him to the church not only as the regenerator of your spirit being
but I gave him to the church, saith the Lord of the church as one that would stand
alongside of you. How do you think that He manages this? How do you think that He
conveys to you what is truth by my word and gets over to you the revelation? It is through
that language that He prays and lifts you up and edifies you. Through that language not
only will the revelation of the mysteries of Christ in you the hope of glory be made
manifest to you, but also know this that as perfect love cast out fear; He is perfect love in
you and as you pray the mysteries fear cannot stay. Oh that you would put preeminence
on this gift. Oh that you would baptize yourself in it and deliberately, habitually do this
until it becomes more of an extension of your right hand or you’re left. Not only will He
guide you into all truth in these things but He will take you out of a walk of the flesh into
a walk in the spirit. You cannot; it is impossible and I say testifying by all that I have
given and all that I have written in my word that you cannot continue to excessively pray
My mysteries and stay in the flesh and live a life after the flesh, saith the Spirit of Grace.
For the one who finds themself in muck, mire and heaviness of the flesh often know
this it is impossible; it is absolutely impossible as surely as I exist in all of heaven exist
with me, it is impossible for you to excessively give yourself over to the Holy Spirit by
praying in other tongues that there will not come a moment in time where all of that
which calls on you, pulls on you and leaches on you and demands your servant hood that
that thing will not be broken off, saith the Spirit of Grace.
Give the preeminence to this place. Fall in love. But many say this, but I do this. But
oh you've not yet for the most part not yet given yourself over to this to where that it
becomes a habitual part of your life. When you wake up; find yourself without thought
praying in tongues in every aspect of your life and every part of your day. When it
becomes a past time to where that without thought and without even a deliberate, it must
be deliberate in the beginning but there will be, there will be a place of habitualness that
will be so provided that in every part. You'll wake up in the night praying in the spirit.
You'll go to bed praying in the spirit. All the work that you perform praying in tongues,
these things, this one was sent to lead and to guide you into all truth and to lead you out

of a walk of the flesh into the walk of the spirit. Put the preeminence on this place and I'll
come. I'll come even as I have come and I'll show you that your freedom was provided the
moment that you called me Lord, saith the Spirit of Grace.

